* '•	3°8	The Control of Industry
I  -	mouth the monopoly of the sale of herrings on the east
|   '-	coast during the season of the fishery.   As a consequence
, ]  -	the price of herrings had risen enormously, and the king
;!	was driven to cancel the privilege : the men of Yarmouth
J    .	at once began to pull the strings, and in 1378 recovered
I   "!	their monopoly, with the same result as before.    Once
,\	more the consumer made his voice heard, and in 1382
r|   ,	the Yarmouth charter was revoked, only to be restored
|	in 1385. on the ground that without protection of this
[tt,   ,	kind Yarmouth would be ruined.    Other instances, less
/J,	complicated and more strictly local,  might be given.
"|v   .	For example,   in  1362,  when the tanners  of  Chester
L' x	obtained a charter from the Black Prince forbidding the
f    '	cordwainers  to meddle with the art of tanning,  the
j	corporation, unawed by the act of their lord, caused the
ik	charter to be revoked as against the interests of the city.1
1   , '*	At Chester also, in 1558, when the joiners and carvers
j    ^	were found to be selling their goods to Ireland and other
places over sea at high prices, so that they became rich,
1	but the citizens were left unserved, the practice was
forbidden.2    A similar  insistence  on  the  craftsman's
position as the servant of the commonalty is seen in the
orders issued at Lydd that the brewers shall see that
there is no lack of beer, and chandlers that there is no
lack of candles at any time, on pain of amercement.3
If a large number of parliamentary enactments were
protective of the producer, as for instance the prohibition
in 1463 of the import of a vast variety of goods, from
silk ribbons to dripping-pans, and from razors to tennis
balls, including such incompatibles as playing cards and
1 Morris, Chester, 410.	.	z Ibid., 405.
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